The First Quarter 2019
Over the quarter there was a dramatic recovery in local and international equity markets with the JSE All share Index
rising 7%. In SA there were large divergences in sector performance with the Retail sector falling 14%, whilst the
Resources sector rose 16% mainly due to higher iron ore prices driven by Chinese “environmental premiums” for
quality lumpy ore. The Platinum Index rose 50% over the quarter in line with our investment hypothesis highlighted
in our last quarterly report as the Chinese implement the world’s most stringent car emissions standards.
After a total 2.25% hike in US rates from the September 2015 low, the US Federal Reserve is on pause as inflation
risks have subsided with core US inflation back at 2.1%. While US President Donald Trump continues with the matter
of import tariffs in his bid to “Make America Great Again”, there appears to be a fair chance of a sensible outcome
that is not excessively punitive to global
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recession and disappointing German economic growth. In the UK Brexit concerns are weighing on the British economy
with knock-on effects on European growth.
In South Africa there are signs of the economic outlook improving:


SA’s key commodity export prices are firm, notably, the Platinum Group Metals basket and iron ore. This should
result in an improving trade surplus and result in some much-needed investment in these sectors.



Automotive exports achieved a production high in December 2018 and double-digit growth is expected in 2019.



Moody’s in its recent March review has kept its sovereign credit rating for SA unchanged at Baa3 stable.



February CPI inflation at 4.1% is comfortably within the SARB’s targeted band leaving scope for interest rate cuts.



We expect the Rand to remain relatively stable given commodity price strength, SA’s high real interest rates and
low inflation differentials with developed countries.

Sporadic load shedding by Eskom is a headwind, but South African’s have adapted and I would expect economic
resilience. A restoration in investor confidence and stronger demand is needed to boost local investment and any
reduction in interest rates should assist in kick-starting economic growth off the current low base. Lack of action
around corruption and poor government execution are major detractors from a more bullish outlook, but hopefully
the General Elections on 8 May will bring about increased certainty on government policy and its ability to execute.
After 4 years of muted share price performance, selected SA equities appear good value, for example:


Metropolitan Holdings new executive management are executing to plan by divesting from non-core assets,
reducing costs and revitalising the culture, which will lead to medium terms benefits. Despite these positive
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changes the market is not giving them any benefit of the doubt and it trades at a 40% discount to embedded
value, creating an attractive investment opportunity.


Wilson Bayly Holmes is well placed in the construction industry that has seen competitors falling by the wayside,
which paves the way for market share gains and improved pricing power. The share price fell after taking a large
one-off impairment charge in Australia and consequently the share is cheap trading on a forward P/E of 6x.



MultiChoice has leadership positions in the rapidly growing African pay-tv market. Africa’s lack of affordable
internet access will keep disruptors like Netflix from entering and dominating the African continent. MultiChoice’s
scale allows it to secure world-class content, benefit from scale effects and to increase market share in the rapidly
growing sub-Saharan market. The unbundling out of Naspers allows investors to buy this quality company at a
discount to the value of the SA pay-tv operations with the considerable upside optionality of the African pay-tv
operations thrown in for free.

A key theme globally is that of business disruption which has accelerated due to technology and the internet. The
manifestation of disruptive business models from Apple, Tesla, Google, Netflix and Amazon have seen them take
market

share

from

existing
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impact on profitability. In addition, disruption is often accompanied by a large increase in maintenance capital
expenditure as incumbents strive to stay in business, leading to downward pressure on profitability and free cash
flow. For example, European auto manufacturers face a headwind from Tesla and stringent emission targets. BMW
and Mercedes-Benz are adapting to produce both electric and combustion engines leading to higher capital and
research expenditures resulting in reduced profitability and free cash flow. The impact of disruption is largely negative
for incumbent players but has to be analysed on a specific case basis as some companies can evolve and even benefit
from disruption over time. For example, Blackberry was rendered largely worthless in four years, however Capitec
has grown to be SA’s third most valuable bank in seventeen years whilst the other top four banks have still managed
to deliver double digit returns over the same period.
Centaur invests in disruptors where we see a combination of a good business model, a reasonable valuation, and the
ability for management to execute. Centaur has exposure to Discovery Health due to its 25% holding in Ping An
Health which provides upside optionality where this combination is present. In June 2018 Ping An Health had a 2.6%
market share of the Chinese health insurance market which is forecast to increase 6-fold by 2026. It should gain
market share and our estimates indicate this business could be worth over $10 per Discovery share in 2027.
Other forms of disruption also emanate from politics (the US-Chinese trade war) and regulation particularly in the
spheres of health and the environment.
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We are more optimistic on the SA equity market than we have been in the last five years. The economic outlook is
improving due to excellent terms of trade and the stability provided by President Ramaphosa, whilst the intrinsic
value of numerous SA shares is better than we have seen in over seven years. Over the quarter the Flexible Fund
increased equity content 8% by buying quality shares at good valuations thus planting the seeds for what we
anticipate will be a bumper harvest in the medium term. Our relative returns over three years and more is excellent,
however over the last two years it has been below par and I thank you for your patience during this lull in performance.
I am optimistic the seeds we are planting will yield a rich bounty to our unit holders in the future.
If you have any investment queries, please contact myself or Lance Gardner and address any administrative queries
to Kirsty Dale or Megan Morris (admin@centaur.co.za).

Kind regards,

Roger Williams
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Centaur BCI Flexible Fund
Centaur BCI Flexible Fund
relative to Benchmark on a monthly basis (100 = 1 Dec 2004)

Centaur BCI Flexible Fund details
Fund NAV as at 31 Mar 2019: R 3 026m

Growth of R100 investment (cumulative)
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Fees on Class A:
Annual fee: 1.25% p.a. (excl. VAT) on the value
of the Fund.
Performance fee: 20% above benchmark over
rolling 2-year period, capped at 2% p.a.
Inception Date: 1 December 2004

Performance as at 31 March 2019

1 year

3 years

5 years

10 years

Inception1

Centaur BCI Flexible Fund

1.9%

7.2%

9.0%

18.3%

16.6%

Benchmark2

1.1%

4.8%

5.4%

11.8%

12.1%

Average Category return

4.9%

3.5%

5.4%

10.8%

50/69

5/62

3/59

1/45

6.5%

8.0%

8.5%

9.0%

11.7%

9.6%

10.1%

11.0%

10.8%

13.6%

Ranking in Category
Std. Deviation3 – Centaur BCI Flexible Fund
Std.

Deviation3

–

Benchmark2

Source: Maitland, Moneymate and Centaur, as at 31 March 2019.
Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future returns. Investment performance is for illustrative purposes only and calculated by taking actual initial fees and
ongoing fees into account for amount shown with income reinvested on reinvestment dates. Annualised return is the weighted average compound growth rate over
the period measured. 1Inception Date: 01 December 2004.
2
Benchmark:
1 Dec 2004 – 2 July 2007:
50% ALSI (J203), 50% FINDI (J213).
3 July 2007 – 31 Oct 2018: 15% RESI (J258T), 65% FINDI (J250T), 20% SA Repo. Calculated over a 2 year rolling period.
1 Nov 2018 – Current:
60% JSE Capped SWIX (J433T), 20% MSCI World (M1WO), 20% SteFI. Calculated over a 2-year rolling period.
3
Weekly standard deviation is the measure of how much an investment’s return varies from its average on an annualised basis.
Highest and lowest calendar year performance since inception (as at 28 Feb 2019): High 46.7 Low -20.3.

The Centaur BCI Flexible Fund rose 6% over the quarter marginally outperforming its benchmark. Over three years
it remains a top quartile performer and over five years it is the third-best performing fund in its category, materially
outperforming its benchmark

(Source: Moneymate, 31 March 2019).

Equity exposure increased as cash was deployed into attractive investment opportunities. Over the quarter the Fund
benefited from exposure to Resource shares and selected offshore stocks. The Fund also benefited from opportunistic
trading. We are looking to further increase equity content closer to the Fund’s benchmark.
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Asset Allocation

31 Dec ’18

%∆ over Quarter

31 Mar ’19

Benchmark

Fixed Income

36%

-8%

28%

20%

SA Cash & Equivalents

12%

-8%

4%

20%

SA Bonds

5%

0%

5%

SA Prefs & Income Funds

15%

0%

15%

SA Property

1%

0%

1%

Offshore Cash

3%

0%

3%

Equities

64%

8%

72%

80%

SA Resources

12%

2%

14%

10%

SA Financial & Industrial

39%

0%

39%

50%

World Equities

13%

6%

19%

20%

100%

0%

100%

100%

Total

Cash was utilised to purchase local and offshore equities increasing the Fund’s equity exposure to 72%. The fixed
income exposure remained unchanged and property exposure remains low given the poor outlook.
Shares that were lightened into price strength include ABSA, Quilter and Old Mutual. The Fund’s existing holdings in
Metropolitan Holdings, Wilson Bayly Holmes, Exxaro and British American Tobacco were topped up. Naspers
unbundled MultiChoice and this position was materially added to.
Offshore equity exposure increased on strong price performances by Brightsphere, Exor and Sberbank. The holding
in Sberbank was topped up, whilst Biogen was sold close to its quarterly peak. New positions were initiated in e-Bay,
which is an exciting turnaround story in the wake of shareholder activism, as well as Hewlett Packard, which we see
as a cash generative albeit mature business with free optionality on increased adoption of 3D printing. Strong local
performances were registered in the Fund’s holdings of Sibanye-Stillwater, Quilter, British American Tobacco, African
Rainbow Minerals and Exxaro, whilst the key detractors from performance in the quarter were Blue Label Telecoms,
PPC, Woolies and Discovery.

Top 10 Equity Holdings in the Centaur BCI Flexible Fund as at 31 March 2019
Holdings

Sector

Woolworths Holdings

Broadline Retailers

% of Fund NAV
4.7%

Naspers

Broadcasting & Entertainment

4.6%

British American Tobacco

Tobacco

4.2%

Exor Nv

Offshore – Investment Services

4.0%

African Rainbow Minerals

General Mining

3.8%

Sibanye-Stillwater

Gold Mining

3.6%

MMI Holdings

Life Assurance

3.5%

Sberbank of Russia

Offshore - Banking

3.3%

Sasol

Specialty Chemicals

3.1%

RMI Holdings

Specialty Finance

2.7%
Source: Maitland, Centaur
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Centaur BCI Balanced Fund
Centaur BCI Balanced Fund
relative to Benchmark on a monthly basis (100 = 01 July 2013)

Centaur BCI Balanced Fund details
Fund NAV as at 31 Mar 2019: R 1 426m

Growth of R100 investment (cumulative)
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Fees on Class A:
Annual fee: 1.40% p.a. (excl. VAT) on the value of
the Fund.
Performance fee: 12.5% above benchmark over a
rolling 2-year period, capped at 1% p.a.
Inception Date: 1 July 2013

Performance as at 31 March 2019

1 year

3 years

5 years

Inception¹

Centaur BCI Balanced Fund

1.7%

6.4%

8.6%

10.0%

Benchmark2

2.0%

5.9%

7.8%

9.3%

Average Category return

5.8%

3.8%

5.5%

178/184

9/145

3/102

6.0%

7.3%

7.8%

7.9%

7.6%

7.9%

8.7%

8.6%

Ranking in Category
Std. Deviation3 – Centaur BCI Balanced Fund
Std.

Deviation3

–

Benchmark2

Source: Maitland, Moneymate and Centaur, as at 31 March 2019.
Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future returns. Investment performance is for illustrative purposes only and is calculated by taking actual initial fees and
ongoing fees into account for the amount shown with income reinvested on reinvestment dates. Annualised return is the weighted average compound growth rate over
the period measured. 1Inception Date: 01 July 2013.
2
Benchmark:
1 Jul 2013 – 31 Oct 2018:
28% ALSI (J203T); 28% FINDI (J250T); 8% MSCI World Index; 30% JSE ALBI; 6% SA Repo rate.
1 Nov 2018 – Current:
25% JSE All Bond Index (ALBTR), 48% JSE Capped SWIX (J433T), 16% MSCI World (M1WO) and 11% SteFI.
Calculated over a 2-year rolling period.
3
Weekly standard deviation is the measure of how much an investment’s return varies from its average on an annualised basis.
Highest and lowest calendar year performance since inception (at 28 Feb 2019): High 19.6 Low -5.4.

The Centaur BCI Balanced Fund rose 5% over the quarter performing in line with its benchmark. Over three years it
remains a top decile performer and over five years it is the third-best performing fund in its category (Source: Moneymate,
31 March 2019).

Equity exposure increased as cash was deployed into attractive investment opportunities and the equity content is
in line with the Fund’s benchmark weighting. Over the quarter the Fund benefited from exposure to Resource shares
and selected offshore stocks.
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Asset Allocation

31 Dec ’18

%∆ over Quarter

31 Mar ’19

Benchmark

40%

-4%

36%

36%

Cash & Equivalents

3%

-1%

2%

11%

SA Bonds

21%

0%

21%

25%

SA Prefs & Income Funds

6%

0%

6%

SA Property

3%

-1%

2%

Offshore Cash

7%

-2%

5%

Equities

60%

4%

64%

64%

Local Equities

47%

1%

48%

48%

World Equities

13%

3%

16%

16%

100%

0%

100%

100%

Fixed Income

Total

Equity content increased by 4% to 64% which is in line with the Fund’s benchmark. The fixed income exposure
remained unchanged with bonds still offering value while preference shares performed strongly over the quarter. The
property exposure was lightened.
Shares that were sold into price strength include ABSA and Quilter, whilst exposure to MTN and Growthpoint was
trimmed. The Fund’s existing holdings in Metropolitan Holdings, Wilson Bayly Holmes, Exxaro and British American
Tobacco were topped up. Naspers unbundled MultiChoice and we actively purchased this counter.
Offshore equity exposure increased on strong price performances by Brightsphere, Exor and Sberbank. New positions
were initiated in e-Bay and Hewlett Packard. The holding in Sberbank was topped up, whilst exiting Biogen at the
peak. Strong local performances were registered in the Fund’s holdings of Sibanye-Stillwater, Quilter, British American
Tobacco, African Rainbow Minerals and Exxaro, whilst the key detractors from performance in the quarter were Blue
Label Telecoms, PPC, Woolies and Discovery.

Top 10 Equity Holdings in the Centaur BCI Balanced Fund as at 31 March 2019
Holdings

Sector

% of Fund NAV

British American Tobacco

Tobacco

4.6%

Exor Nv

Offshore - Investment Services

4.4%

Naspers

Broadcasting & Entertainment

4.0%

African Rainbow Minerals

General Mining

3.8%

Woolworths Holdings

Broadline Retailers

3.7%

Sibanye-Stillwater

Gold Mining

3.5%

MMI Holdings

Life Assurance

3.1%

Sasol

Specialty Chemicals

2.9%

Brightsphere Investment Group

Offshore - Investment Services

2.8%

RMI Holdings

Specialty Finance

2.6%
Source: Maitland, Centaur
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Centaur Asset Management (Pty) Ltd is an authorised Financial Service Provider FSP 647.
Tel:

021 685 2408

E-Mail:

admin@centaur.co.za

Website:

www.centaur.co.za

Physical address:

Great Westerford Building, 240 Main Road, Rondebosch, Cape Town, 7700

Postal address:

P.O. Box 35, Newlands, 7725



Annualised performance is the return that would have been achieved if invested for the full 12month period.



Additional information, including application forms, annual or quarterly reports can be obtained from BCI, free of charge or can
be accessed on our website www.centaur.co.za.



Valuation takes place daily and prices can be viewed on BCI’s website (www.bcis.co.za) or in the daily newspaper.



Actual annual performance figures are available to existing investors on request.



Upon request the Manager will provide the investor with portfolio quarterly investment holdings reports.

Management Company Information
Boutique Collective Investments (RF) (Pty) Limited
Catnia Building, Bella Rosa Office Park, Durban Road, Bellville, 7530
Tel:

021 007 1500 / 087 057 0571

Fax:

086 502 5319

Email:

clientservices@bcis.co.za

Website: www.bcis.co.za
Custodian / Trustee Information
The Standard Bank of South African Limited
Tel:

021 441 4100

Disclaimer
Boutique Collective Investments (RF) (Pty) Ltd (“BCI”) is a registered Manager of the Boutique Collective Investments Scheme, approved in terms of the Collective
Investments Schemes Control Act, No. 45 of 2002 and is a full member of the Association for Savings and Investment SA. Collective Investment Schemes in securities are
generally medium to long term investments. The value of participatory interests may go up or down and past performance is not necessarily an indication of future
performance. The Manager does not guarantee the capital or the return of a portfolio. Collective Investments are traded at ruling prices and can engage in borrowing and
scrip lending. A schedule of fees, charges and maximum commissions is available on request. BCI reserves the right to close and reopen certain portfolios from time to time
in order to manage them more efficiently. Additional information, including application forms, annual or quarterly reports can be obtained from BCI, free of charge.
Performance fees are calculated and accrued on a daily basis based upon the daily outperformance, in excess of the benchmark, multiplied by the share rate and paid over
to the manager monthly. Performance figures quoted are from Moneymate, as at the date of this report for a lump sum investment, using NAV-NAV with income reinvested
and do not take any upfront manager’s charge into account. Income distributions are declared on the ex-dividend date. Actual investment performance will differ based on
the initial fees charge applicable, the actual investment date, the date of reinvestment and dividend withholding tax. Investments in foreign securities may include additional
risks such as potential constraints on liquidity and repatriation of funds, macroeconomic risk, political risk, foreign exchange risk, tax risk, settlement risk as well as potential
limitations on the availability of market information. Boutique Collective Investments (RF) Pty Ltd retains full legal responsibility for the third party named portfolio. Although
reasonable steps have been taken to ensure the validity and accuracy of the information in this document, BCI does not accept any responsibility for any claim, damages,
loss or expense, however it arises, out of or in connection with the information in this document, whether by a client, investor or intermediary. This document should not
be seen as an offer to purchase any specific product and is not to be construed as advice or guidance in any form whatsoever. Investors are encouraged to obtain
independent professional investment and taxation advice before investing with or in any of BCI/the Manager’s products.
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